
The header describes the pilot, 
nationality and aeroplane details, 
the level and sequence being flown 
and the event, place and date.

The Chief Judge (with non-scoring 
or scoring status) and the Judges 
details are listed in full.

Figure numbers and K-factors 
for each figure.

For a non-scoring Chief Judge, 
the gradable figures are 
labelled “OK” whilst figures 
given a Confirmed Hard Zero 
are shown as “CHZ”.

The Positioning mark and if 
applicable the Harmony mark are 
shown by their first 4 characters.

Explains that all flights in this 
sequence have been completed, 
and the scores given here have 
been approved by the Jury for 
final publication.

The FPS score for each Judge is 
shown. If FPS detects a High or 
Low sequence anomaly the score 
is annotated and the Fitted Value 
substitution shown below.

The final FPS processed score is 
shown, and any penalty points that 
have been awarded are deducted. 
The overall percentage scored is 
shown on the last line.

This HZ was not matched by a 
Confirmed Hard Zero from the Chief 
Judge and must be replaced by a 
Fitted Value.

FPS has determined for this figure 
that more than 60% of the Judges 
marks failed the relevant 
confidence test, and all marks for 
the figure have been replaced by 
the Fitted Value for each Judge.

An “Average” mark has been 
requested by this Judge, and FPS 
has substituted a Fitted Value.

Marks that are above or below the 
FPS calculated figure confidence 
limits are boxed with their Hi or Lo 
prefix, and the Fitted Value is 
substituted below.

The majority decision of the 
judging panel has been to award 
this figure a “Confirmed Hard Zero” 
and any non-HZ Judges marks are 
accordingly boxed.

The ACRO version and FairPlay 
settings are shown above the 
time and date of the report.

In each pair of data rows the upper 
italic number is the raw mark given 
by the Judge.

The lower bold figure is either -
● the Normalised mark when this
 satisfies the relevant FPS
 confidence test, or ...
●  the Fitted Value, substituted by
 FPS when the normalised mark
 fails the confidence test Hi or Lo,
 or the raw mark is already boxed.
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For information purposes only 
and to assist Pilots to quantify 
the relative value achieved in 
each figure, the two right-most 
columns display the average 
mark for all Judges together 
with the “equivalent” score.

These are NOT formal FPS 
steps, nor is this data used in 
any subsequent calculations.

Pilots ACRO FairPlay Processed Marks sheet
How to ‘de-code’ your

 


